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PRELIMINARY PLAT
PRESTON TRAILS
ANNEX ADDITION

 LOTS 2A1 & 2A2, BLOCK A/8208;
BEING A REPLAT OF LOT 2A, BLOCK A/8208

VOLUME 2003168, PAGE 142
1.607 ACRES SITUATED IN THE

A.B. DANKS SURVEY, ABSTRACT NO. 400

CITY OF DALLAS
DALLAS COUNTY, TEXAS

FILE NO. S201-550
CITY ENGINEER PLAN FILE NO. XXXX -XXXX
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LOT 2A2, BLOCK A/8208 PRESTON TRAILS ANNEX ADDITION VOLUME 2003168, PAGE 142 M.R.D.C.T.
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LOTS 3A & 4A RE-PLAT EQUITABLE BANK ADDITION VOL. 85212, PG. 2549 D.R.D.C.T.
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LOT 1, BLOCK A/8208 EQUITBALE BANK ADDITION VOL. 81236, PG. 1480 D.R.D.C.T.
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REMAINING LOT 1A, BLOCK 8206 PRESTON TRAILS VILLAGE ADDITION VOL. 95218, PT. 3563 D.R.D.C.T.
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LOT 123, BLOCK 2/8205 17034 PRESTON ROAD ADDITION VOL. 84095, PG. 3600 D.R.D.C.T.
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LOT 2A1, BLOCK A/8208 PRESTON TRAILS ANNEX ADDITION VOLUME 2003168, PAGE 142 M.R.D.C.T.
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GENERAL NOTES: 1. Lot-to-lot drainage is not permitted without Engineering Lot-to-lot drainage is not permitted without Engineering  drainage is not permitted without Engineering drainage is not permitted without Engineering  is not permitted without Engineering is not permitted without Engineering  not permitted without Engineering not permitted without Engineering  permitted without Engineering permitted without Engineering  without Engineering without Engineering  Engineering Engineering Section approval. 2. All Utility easements and Drainage easements within this All Utility easements and Drainage easements within this  Utility easements and Drainage easements within this Utility easements and Drainage easements within this  easements and Drainage easements within this easements and Drainage easements within this  and Drainage easements within this and Drainage easements within this  Drainage easements within this Drainage easements within this  easements within this easements within this  within this within this  this this platted property are created by this plat, unless otherwise  property are created by this plat, unless otherwise property are created by this plat, unless otherwise  are created by this plat, unless otherwise are created by this plat, unless otherwise  created by this plat, unless otherwise created by this plat, unless otherwise  by this plat, unless otherwise by this plat, unless otherwise  this plat, unless otherwise this plat, unless otherwise  plat, unless otherwise plat, unless otherwise  unless otherwise unless otherwise  otherwise otherwise noted. 3. Coordinates shown hereon refer to "Texas State Plane Coordinates shown hereon refer to "Texas State Plane  shown hereon refer to "Texas State Plane shown hereon refer to "Texas State Plane  hereon refer to "Texas State Plane hereon refer to "Texas State Plane  refer to "Texas State Plane refer to "Texas State Plane  to "Texas State Plane to "Texas State Plane  "Texas State Plane "Texas State Plane  State Plane State Plane  Plane Plane Coordinate System, North Central Zone, North American  System, North Central Zone, North American System, North Central Zone, North American  North Central Zone, North American North Central Zone, North American  Central Zone, North American Central Zone, North American  Zone, North American Zone, North American  North American North American  American American Datum of 1983 on Grid Coordinate values, No Scale and no  of 1983 on Grid Coordinate values, No Scale and no of 1983 on Grid Coordinate values, No Scale and no  1983 on Grid Coordinate values, No Scale and no 1983 on Grid Coordinate values, No Scale and no  on Grid Coordinate values, No Scale and no on Grid Coordinate values, No Scale and no  Grid Coordinate values, No Scale and no Grid Coordinate values, No Scale and no  Coordinate values, No Scale and no Coordinate values, No Scale and no  values, No Scale and no values, No Scale and no  No Scale and no No Scale and no  Scale and no Scale and no  and no and no  no no Projection." 4. No structures exist within the boundaries of the property. No structures exist within the boundaries of the property. 5. The purpose of this plat is to create 2 commercial lots from The purpose of this plat is to create 2 commercial lots from  purpose of this plat is to create 2 commercial lots from purpose of this plat is to create 2 commercial lots from  of this plat is to create 2 commercial lots from of this plat is to create 2 commercial lots from  this plat is to create 2 commercial lots from this plat is to create 2 commercial lots from  plat is to create 2 commercial lots from plat is to create 2 commercial lots from  is to create 2 commercial lots from is to create 2 commercial lots from  to create 2 commercial lots from to create 2 commercial lots from  create 2 commercial lots from create 2 commercial lots from  2 commercial lots from 2 commercial lots from  commercial lots from commercial lots from  lots from lots from  from from a previously platted 1.607-acre tract of land.
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1/2" iron rod w/ yellow plastic cap  w/ yellow plastic cap w/ yellow plastic cap stamped "JVC" set (unless otherwise noted)"JVC" set (unless otherwise noted)
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D.R.D.C.T. = Deed Records of Dallas County, Texas
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